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ProgramManager

Location: Beijing
Sector: Aviation
Starting date: ASAP

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Our client is a full round of cooperation from technical research to product development and production on
civil turboprop engine power turbine and flame tube, providing modules for mother companies Grand Groups
manufacturing aircraft engines.

MISSIONS
The job context is related to the turbo propeller engine design activities with 2 modules
concerned: the flame tube and the power turbine.
The Program Manager is a strategic project-management professional whose job is to help
oversee and coordinate the various projects, products, and other strategic initiatives across
the organization.
The program manager’s job is to take a high-level view of the entire program,
and strategically guide project managers to ensure they are all working effectively toward the
program’s objective, he is a super project manager. His/her role is mainly operational since
he/she is responsible for planning, governance and for overseeing the successful delivery of
the program’s output/product. Based on the customer needs, the main role of this position is
to coordinate the project management plan of the whole life cycle of the project including the
planning, implementation, control and closure and ensure the effective implementation of the
project management system, and take the responsibility of focal point with mother companies
about the projects discussions;

The main mission for this job is, but not be limited to:
- to define the program governance (controls);
- to collect the technical requirement given by mother companies and to build the related
project charters with the technical team;
- to follow-up the design and manufacturing period (classic or additive manufacturing
means);
- to plan and follow up the overall program and monitoring the progress;
- to update the technical working plan of the teams regarding the objectives defined;
- to set-up and update the schedule and the risk analysis;
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- to lead the projects reviews internally to the Company, and externally with the stakeholders
and/or partners and/or customers;
- to be the focal point regarding the related projects with the mother companies, the
potential partners and/or customers;
- to prepare the potential commercial proposals based on the project charters;
- to manage the programs' budgets, follow-up and control costs;
- to work in a team with high communication with colleagues;
- to work in a multi-cultural environment.

REQUIREMENTS
Project management skills required with minimum 5 years of experiences in the field to
follow and lead technical teams on both technical perimeters (flame tube and turbine)
with low support of mother companies,
- Good knowledge of a Turbo propeller and/or Turbo shaft architecture,
- Good Knowledge of Project Management Tools,
- Mechanical Technical background (Thermal and/or aero dynamical knowledge will be
appreciated),
- Basic Knowledge of Siemens numerical tools (NX CAD, NX CAE, NX Thermal) could be
helpful,
- Good communication with others required in a multi-cultural team, creativity and open
mind mandatory
- English language intermediate level required; French skills appreciated

APPLICATION： Please send your resume to: bj-hr@ccifc.org
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